World Geography
Finding the Five Themes

Name:
Section:
Score: _____/

Directions: You will need to find an article from the newspaper, the internet, or a magazine that represents the 5 themes of geography. You may use multiple articles if you need to, but between the articles all Five Themes must be represented in some way. Website must be from a reputable source.

What you need for each article
1. Which of the 5 Themes the article represents
2. Copy of the Article
   a. Article must be from within the last week
3. Citation of where you found it
   a. Including title, who wrote it (if provided), source, date published, date collected
   b. If you need help with citation try using easybib.com
4. Explanation
   a. Using evidence from the article explain how the article represents one of the themes of geography.
5. Article pulled from a reputable source
   a. No Wikipedia, Onion, etc...

Example:

Human-Environment Interaction

Citation:

Explanation:
This article represents Human-Environment interaction because it talks about how humans are drawn to the area because of its natural beauty, but then there is always the threat of sudden rain storms that can wash away human settlements and people.